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Abstract
Global Level-3 surface Soil Moisture (SM) maps derived from the passive microwave SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) observations at L-band have recently been released. In this study, a comparative analysis of this Level 3 product (referred to as SMOSL3) along with another Surface SM (SSM) product derived from the observations of the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) at C-band is presented (this latter product is referred to as AMSRM). SM-DAS-2, a SSM product produced by the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Land Data Assimilation System (LDAS) was used to monitor both SMOSL3 and AMSRM quality. The present study was carried out from 03/2010 to 09/2011, a period during which both SMOS and AMSR-E products were available at global scale. Three statistical metrics were used for the evaluation; the correlation coefficient (R), the Root Mean Squared Difference (RMSD), and the bias. Results were analysed using maps of biomes and Leaf Area Index (LAI). It is shown that both SMOSL3 and AMSRM captured well the spatio-temporal variability of SM-DAS-2 for most of the biomes. In term of correlation values, the SMOSL3 product was found to better capture the SSM temporal dynamics in highly vegetated biomes (“tropical humid”, “temperate humid”, etc.) while best results for AMSRM were obtained over arid and semi-arid biomes (“desert temperate”, “desert tropical”, etc.). Finally, we showed that the accuracy of the remotely sensed SSM products is strongly related to LAI. Both the SMOSL3 and AMSRM (marginally better) SSM products correlated well with the SM-DAS-2 product over regions with sparse vegetation for values of LAI ≤1 (these regions represent almost 50% of the pixels considered in this global study). In regions where LAI>1, SMOSL3 showed better correlations with SM-DAS-2 than AMSRM: SMOSL3 had a consistent performance up to LAI = 6, whereas the AMSRM performance deteriorated with increasing values of LAI. This study reveals that SMOS and AMSR-E complement one another
in monitoring SSM over a wide range in conditions of vegetation density and that there are valuable satellite observed SSM data records over more than 10 years, which can be used to study land-atmosphere processes.

1. Introduction

Soil moisture (SM) is a key environmental variable, which interacts with vegetation and ecosystem functioning (Bolten et al., 2010; Daly & Porporato, 2005), water resources (Dobriyal et al., 2012), and the climate system. It is central to land-atmosphere interactions due to its positive control on evapotranspiration, with feedback loops that are usually negative on air temperature (Cheruy et al., 2013), and still not well understood on rainfall (Taylor et al., 2012). SM also influences the dynamics of all the above mentioned processes by buffering or memory effects, with consequences on the persistence of extreme events, climate and hydrologic predictability, and even anthropogenic climate change trajectories (Entekhabi et al., 1996; Koster et al., 2010; Koster et al., 2004b; Quesada et al., 2012; Seneviratne et al., 2013; Thirel et al., 2010).

As a result, accurate SM initialization is crucial to the quality of most water-related environmental forecasts up to at least seasonal forecasts, including numerical weather predictions (NWP) (Beljaars et al., 1996; De Lannoy et al., 2013; de Rosnay et al., 2012; de Rosnay et al., 2013; Drusch & Viterbo, 2007; Koster et al., 2006). In particular, it is important to achieve an accurate SM initialization at the scale of the forecast models, which can exceed 0.5° x 0.5° for NWP and climate models. In situ SM measurements can now be routinely achieved with an accuracy as high as 0.025 m$^3$/m$^3$ (Walker et al., 2004). However, considering the high spatial variability of SM and the poor density of in situ measurement sites, it is not possible to produce
accurate large-scale estimate of SM from in situ measurement networks (Dorigo et al., 2011; Hollinger & Isard, 1994; Vivoni et al., 2008).

A major alternative to estimate SM at the large scale is to rely on remote sensing satellites, using passive or active microwave sensors, which offer global coverage and good temporal repetitivity, but are only sensitive to a shallow layer of the soil. Historically, passive microwave sensors were first used, starting with the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR; 6.6, 10.7, 18.0, 21, and 37 GHz channels; Wang, 1985) which operated on Nimbus-7 between 1978 and 1987, then the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) which started in 1987. Later passive sensors include the microwave imager from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM; 10, 19 and 21 GHz channel; Bindlish et al., 2003; Gao et al., 2006), the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer on Earth Observing System (AMSR-E; from 6.9 to 89.0 GHz; Njoku & Li, 1999) which operated on the AQUA satellite between 2002 and 2011, and Coriolis Windsat which started in 2003 (Parinussa et al., 2011a). More recently, the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS; 1.4 GHz) was launched in 2009 (Kerr et al., 2010) and the upcoming SMAP (Soil Moisture Active/Passive) mission, including a radiometer at L-band, was planned by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and scheduled for launch in 2014 (Entekhabi et al., 2010). Low resolution active microwave sensors (scatterometers) have also been used (Bartalis et al., 2007; Wagner et al., 2007).

Among all these microwave sensors, SMOS is the first satellite dedicated and specifically designed to measure directly surface SM (SSM) and sea surface salinity on a global scale (Kerr et al., 2012; Kerr et al., 2010) owing to its polar-orbiting 2-D interferometric radiometer at L-band. The Level 2 SMOS SSM products (SMOSL2) are derived from the multiangular and fully polarized L-band passive microwave measurements (Kerr et al., 2012). A new global Level 3
SSM dataset (referred to as SMOSL3; Jacquette et al., 2010) has been released very recently. The general principle of the algorithm is similar to the one used for producing the standard Level 2 SSM products, but the quality of the SSM product is enhanced by using multi-orbit retrievals (Kerr et al., 2013).

Another strategy to produce large-scale estimates of SM relies on modelling, either directly using multimodel SM means (Dirmeyer et al., 2006; Georgakakos & Carpenter, 2006), or via assimilation systems, which aim at optimally combining land surface models and SM related observations (de Rosnay et al., 2012; Drusch & Viterbo, 2007). This strategy has proved to be particularly fruitful and highlighted the need for accurate surface and root zone SM remotely sensed estimates (de Rosnay et al., 2011; de Rosnay et al., 2013; Draper et al., 2009a; Muñoz-Sabater et al., 2007; Reichle et al., 2007). The SM-DAS-2 analysis, for instance, is retrieved by assimilating ASCAT SSM products in the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) Land Data Assimilation System, and the resulting estimates of SM benefit from high quality analysed atmospheric data (de Rosnay et al., 2011; de Rosnay et al., 2013; Drusch et al., 2009).

Whatever their origin, the evaluation of global SSM products is needed to guide their correct use, and to improve our understanding of their strengths and weaknesses over a large spectrum of climate and environmental conditions across the world. Several studies have evaluated SSM products based on passive microwave sensors against in situ measurements and modelled data over different regions (Al Bitar et al., 2012; Albergel et al., 2012; Brocca et al., 2011; Dall’Amico et al., 2012; Draper et al., 2009a; Jackson et al., 2012; Lacava et al., 2012; Leroux et al., 2011; Mladenova et al., 2011; Sahoo et al., 2008; Su et al., 2011). Although consistent results were generally obtained from the remotely sensed and modelled data, disagreements or biases
between the different sources of SSM data were noted depending on the particular regions or
time periods. For instance, Albergel et al. (2012) found that the SM-DAS-2 SSM estimates were
closer to in situ measurements in terms of correlation than SMOS and ASCAT SSM products, in
several stations situated in Africa, Australia, Europe, and the United States.
In this context, we present in this study a global evaluation of two SSM datasets retrieved from
passive microwave observations (SMOSL3 and AMSRM, respectively based on SMOS and
AMSR-E observations) against the SM-DAS-2 product, which is used here as a reference,
because it is the most consistent SM product compared to in situ SM data (Albergel et al., 2012).
In doing so, we have two specific objectives. The first objective is to provide the first assessment
of the SMOSL3 product at global scale. The second objective is to compare SSM products
retrieved from passive microwave observations at two different frequency bands: L-band (~ 1.4
GHz) for SMOSL3 vs. C-band (~ 5 GHz) for AMSRM. Although the performances of L-band
vs. C-band for SSM retrievals have been compared against experimental or simulated data sets
(Calvet et al., 2011; Wigneron et al., 1993), no global study based on satellite data has yet been
made, to our knowledge. L-band is generally considered to be the optimum frequency band for
SM monitoring due to (i) lower attenuation effects by vegetation (ii) lower atmospheric effects
and larger effective sampling depth (~ 0-3 cm; Escorihuela et al., 2010) than C-band.
The SSM datasets used and the methodology for their evaluation are described in Section 2. The
results are then presented in Section 3. Finally, discussion and conclusions are given in Section
4.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Global-scale soil moisture datasets

The main characteristics of the three SSM datasets considered in this study are summarized in Table 1. The evaluation was performed for the period 03/2010 - 09/2011, which corresponds to the full period of availability of the two satellite-based products: tests made during the SMOS commissioning phase ended in March 2010 while the AMSR-E spatial mission ended in October 2011.

2.1.1. SMOSL3

The SMOS satellite was launched in November 2009 and is operated by the European Space Agency (ESA), as part of its Living Planet Programme, and the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) in France. SMOS operates at L-band with a spatial resolution of 35–50 km (Kerr et al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2001). The SMOS mission aims to monitor SSM at a depth of about 3 to 5 cm and an accuracy of 0.04 m$^3$/m$^3$. SMOS provides global coverage with a 3-day revisit at the equator with a morning ascending orbit at 0600 hours local time and an afternoon descending orbit at 1800 hours (Kerr et al., 2012).

The CATDS Centre (Centre Aval de Traitement des Données; http://catds.ifremer.fr/) recently provided re-processed global maps of SSM at different temporal resolutions: daily products, 3 day global products insuring a complete coverage of the Earth surface, 10-day composite products, and monthly average products, the so-called SMOS level 3 products (SMOSL3). These products are presented in the NetCDF format on the EASE grid (Equal Area Scalable Earth grid) with a spatial resolution of ~ 25 km x 25 km. The main principle of the algorithm used to retrieve SSM is the same as the one used by the ESA operational algorithm for producing the standard level 2 SSM products (Kerr et al., 2012; Wigneron et al., 2007). In both Level 2 (L2) and Level 3
(L3) products, multiangular observations are used to retrieve simultaneously SSM and vegetation optical depth at nadir (τ-NAD) using a standard iterative minimization approach of a cost function (Statistical Inversion Approach as discussed in Wigneron et al. (2003)). The main difference with the L2 processing is the fact that the L3 processing takes into account over each pixel several revisits simultaneously in a multi-orbit retrieval approach (Jacquette et al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2013). In the L2 algorithm, SSM and τ-NAD are retrieved from multiangular observations made using one SMOS overpass at 0600 or 1800 hours local time. Conversely, in the L3 algorithm, SSM and τ-NAD are retrieved from multiangular observations made using several overpasses (3 at most) over a 7-day window. Over the short 7-day window, it is considered that optical depth at nadir (τ-NAD) varies slowly in time. In the L3 processor, this is accounted for by assuming that the retrieved values of τ-NAD are correlated using a Gaussian auto-correlation function over the 7-day window (while the SM values are considered as uncorrelated). The multi-orbit retrieval approach was selected to produce the L3 product as it improves the SM retrieval (Kerr et al., 2013):

(i) Increasing the number of overpasses over a given node taking into account several revisits (multi-orbit approach) increases the number of observations available for a node. As the number of observations increases, more nodes are considered in the retrieval process, resulting in a larger coverage. This is mostly significant at the edge of the swath for which a single overpass does not provide enough brightness temperature (TB) data for an accurate retrieval process (Wigneron et al., 2000).

(ii) Considering that the vegetation optical thickness is correlated over a given period of time adds more constraints in the retrieval process and the robustness of the retrieval is improved.
SMOSL3 (ascending and descending) datasets include flags that can be used to filter out the datasets (Jacquette et al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2013; Kerr et al., 2008). More details on the flags used to filter SMOSL3 data are given in Section 3.

Note that new versions of the SMOSL3 data set will be produced based on re-processing activities in the near future and will lead to improvements in the product accuracy. The version of SMOSL3 used in the present study was the latest version available at CATDS. The version of the processor is V2.48, corresponding to a Level-2 version higher than ~ V5.0, although there is not a strict correspondence between Level-2 and Level-3 versions.

2.1.2. AMSRM

The Aqua satellite is operated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). It was launched in May-2002 and carries, among others, the AMSR-E radiometer providing passive microwave measurements at six frequencies (6.925, 10.65, 18.7, 23.8, 36.5, and 89.0 GHz) with day-time ascending orbit at 1330 hours and night-time descending orbit at 0130 hours (Owe et al., 2008). The datasets cover the period from June 2002 to October 2011. On this latter date, AMSR-E on board the NASA Aqua satellite stopped producing data due to a problem with the rotation of its antenna.

The AMSR-E sensor was one of the first sensors to target SSM as a standard product (Njoku & Chan, 2006; Njoku et al., 2003). Various algorithms have been developed to retrieve SSM from the AMSR-E observations. The main ones were developed at (i) NASA which produced the standard AMSR-E-NASA algorithm (Njoku et al., 2003), (ii) the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (Koike et al., 2004), and (iii) the “Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam” in collaboration with NASA, referred to as the NASA-VUA algorithm (Owe et al., 2008; Owe et al., 2001). The NASA-VUA algorithm uses a three-parameter retrieval approach (i.e., SSM, vegetation optical
depth, and soil/canopy temperature are retrieved simultaneously) to convert multi-frequency TB measured by AMSR-E to SSM. The retrieved SSM products accuracy was shown to be 0.06 m$^3$/m$^3$ for sparsely to moderately vegetated canopies (de Jeu et al., 2008).

A range of studies (Brocca et al., 2011; Draper et al., 2009a; Hain et al., 2011; Rüdiger et al., 2009) addressed the evaluation of the NASA-VUA SSM products based on combinations of observations made at different AMSR-E frequencies, mainly using C-band (6.925 GHz) and/or X-band (10.65 GHz). Using in situ observations and/or modelled SM data as reference, these studies showed good performance of the NASA-VUA products in capturing the SSM variability at global scale.

In this paper a version (Level 3 gridded data) of the NASA-VUA product exclusively based on the AMSR-E C-band and descending orbit observations was used. It is referred hereafter to as AMSRM. Descending orbit (night time) SM products were shown in previous studies to be more accurate and less affected by temperature-related errors than ascending orbit (day time) products (Draper et al., 2009a; Jackson et al., 2010; Kerr & Njoku, 1990; Su et al., 2011). The use of C-band (6.925 GHz) data, i.e. the lowest frequency available for the AMSR-E instrument, maximises the soil sampling depth (~ 0-1 cm) of the retrieved product (Owe et al., 2008) and minimises the sampling depth mismatch with the SMOSL3 product.

2.1.3. ECMWF soil moisture analysis

This study used the SM-DAS-2 SM analysis product as a reference. SM-DAS-2 is produced at ECMWF in the framework of the H-SAF project of EUMETSAT (Satellite Application Facility on support to operational Hydrology and water management; more information at http://hsaf.meteoam.it/). The SM-DAS-2 analysis uses the Hydrology Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land (HTESSEL; Balsamo et al., 2009; van den Hurk & Viterbo, 2003).
HTESSEL is a multilayer model where the soil is discretized in four layers (thickness: 7, 21, 72 and 189 cm). SM-DAS-2 relies on a dedicated advanced Land Data Assimilation System: a simplified Extended Kalman Filter able to ingest information contained in observations close to the surface (temperature and relative humidity at 2 meters) as well as ASCAT SM retrieval (de Rosnay et al., 2013; Drusch et al., 2009), which is used to correct the model SM prognostic variable. SM-DAS-2 analysis is available at a spatial resolution of about 25 km (Gaussian reduced grid T799). The first layer (0-7 cm) is considered only, to represent the relatively low sampled soil layer of the SSM estimates derived from microwave remote sensing sensors (~ 0-3 cm at L-band and ~ 0-1 cm at C-band). SM-DAS-2 was shown to represent SM variability well. For instance, Albergel et al. (2012) have used in situ measurements from more than 200 stations located in western Africa, Australia, Europe, and the United States to determine the reliability of SM-DAS-2 to represent SM over 2010. Correlation values with in situ data were found to be very satisfactory over most of the investigated sites located in contrasted biomes and climate conditions with averaged correlation (R) values of 0.70 and an estimate of the averaged error is about 0.07 m$^3$/m$^3$. SM-DAS-2 is produced in the framework of the H-SAF project from EUMETSAT and it benefits from the latest model and analysis developments from ECMWF. This is why it was selected as the benchmarking dataset for this study. However it is important to emphasize that, as shown by the validation statistics above, SM-DAS-2 does not represent the absolute truth. It was used as a reference in this paper because at the time of this study it was the product that best captures the SM dynamics. On the longer term, when the SM retrieval algorithms will be fully calibrated, it is likely that satellite products such as SMOS SM will be used as reference data sets for SM product comparison studies. SM-DAS-2 is a SM index product; however in this study it was converted to volumetric SM (in m$^3$/m$^3$) using global soil
texture and hydraulic soil properties derived from the Food and Agriculture Organization digital (FAO) soil map as described in Balsamo et al. (2009). Hereafter, this product will be referred to as “DAS2”.

2.2. Pre-processing

Quality control was applied to SMOSL3 and AMSRM prior to the evaluation based on quality flags associated with the remotely sensed datasets. The uncertainties associated with the NASA-VUA retrieval algorithm are based on error propagation analysis, related to the sensor characteristics and vegetation optical depth, as described in Parinussa et al. (2011b). AMSRM SSM values with an estimated SSM uncertainty greater than 0.35 m$^3$/m$^3$ were rejected. Flags such as Data Quality IndeX (DQX) and Radio Frequency Interferences (RFI) are also associated with the SMOSL3 data and were used in our data selection. The DQX is an index related to the quality of the retrieved parameter. It takes into account the uncertainties associated with the parameter retrievals, depending on the number of multi-angular observations available, the surface conditions (dry or wet soil conditions, dense or sparse vegetation cover etc.), the TB accuracy, etc (Kerr et al., 2012; Wigneron et al., 2000). The DQX value is provided in volumetric SSM moisture units between 0 and 0.1 m$^3$/m$^3$. In this study, we selected data with a value of DQX lower than 0.06, as we considered this ratio represents a good compromise between the need to keep sufficient data and the need to ensure data quality. Radio Frequency Interferences come from man-made emissions (e.g. satellite transmissions, aircraft communications, radar, TV radio-links, FM broadcast, and wireless camera monitoring systems). It perturbs the natural microwave emission emitted by the Earth surface and measured by passive microwave systems (Njoku et al., 2005; Oliva et al., 2012). With the SMOS interferometric system (based on a three arm Y-shaped antenna array), RFI effects are complex and oscillating
interference effects may happen (Oliva et al., 2012). These effects could not be systematically
detected and the SMOS L3 product is still contaminated by RFI effects. To illustrate the spatial
patterns of the probability of RFI occurrences on SMOS observations, a map is given in Fig. 1.
This map represents the three-year (i.e., 2010-2012) average of probability of RFI occurrences
and shows the regions where the undetected RFI effects are the most likely. The RFI flags
provided in the SMOSL3 data set are given in an attempt to filter out the most significant RFI
effects. In the present study, SMOSL3 data were rejected if one of the following conditions was
fulfilled:

(i) $DQX > 0.06$ and $DQX$ is equal to fill value (meaning the retrieval has failed),
(ii) Percentage of Radio Frequency Interference ($\text{RFI}_{\text{fraction}}$) $> 30\%$, which is a daily RFI indicator, and
(iii) Probability of RFI ($\text{RFI}_{\text{Prob}}$) $> 30\%$, which was computed from a moving window average of RFI events over several months.

Within the NASA-VUA algorithm for AMSR-E, Radio Frequency Interference is detected
according to the method of Li et al. (2004). This method is based on absolute differences
between the different frequencies. In the AMSRM product, the standard configuration of NASA-
VUA was used and C-band observations were used generally. Only when an RFI threshold value
was reached, NASA-VUA made a switch to X band observations (Chung et al., 2013).
Based on flags, AMSRM and SMOSL3 data were also rejected in regions of strong topography
or wetlands. AMSRM, SMOSL3, and the reference DAS2 dataset were provided on different
grids and formats. So pre-processing was required to allow a comparison of all products on the
same grid. All the datasets were re-projected from their original coordinate systems onto a
regular 0.25° x 0.25° grid using a nearest neighbour approach (e.g., Draper et al., 2011; Rüdiger et al., 2009; Scipal et al., 2008).

2.3. Comparison metrics

Three statistical indicators were computed between pairs of the remotely sensed \( (SSM_{RS}) \) and reference SSM products \( (SSM_{REF}) \). We considered the Pearson correlation coefficient \( (R) \), the mean difference \( (\text{Bias}) \), and the Root Mean Squared Difference \( (\text{RMSD}) \) between the remotely sensed \( (SSM_{RS}) \) and the reference SM products. The equations for the calculation of the three indicators are given as follows (Brocca et al., 2011; CECR, 2012):

\[
R = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (SSM_{REF}(i) - SSM_{REF})(SSM_{RS}(i) - SSM_{RS})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (SSM_{REF}(i) - SSM_{REF})^2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} (SSM_{RS}(i) - SSM_{RS})^2}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Bias} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (SSM_{RS}(i) - SSM_{REF})}{n} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{RMSD} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (SSM_{RS}(i) - SSM_{REF})^2}{n}} \tag{3}
\]

Where the overbar denotes the mean operator, \( n \) is the number of SSM data, \( SSM_{RS} \) is the satellite-based SSM product (SMOSL3 and AMSRM), and \( SSM_{REF} \) is the reference SSM (DAS2). We used RMSD instead of RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) because the reference SSM values may contain errors and cannot be considered as the “true” SSM values.

2.4. Regional-scale analyses

This regional study was made to compare the three different datasets for a variety of conditions. We compared the SSM time series from SMOSL3, AMSRM, and the reference (DAS2) over eight sites which were selected taking into consideration contrasting vegetation types and climate conditions.
conditions (see Fig. 2). A summary of the main characteristics of the eight selected sites is given in Table 2. This evaluation was limited to only eight sites which cannot span the whole range of soil, vegetation, and climate conditions present at global scale. However, this evaluation allowed us to analyse and illustrate some major features of the three datasets. To compare the temporal dynamics of SSM between remotely sensed and reference observations, we removed the systematic differences by matching the remotely sensed time series to the reference time series as discussed by Dorigo et al. (2010). This was done by normalizing the original remotely sensed data (the data referred to as ‘original’ in the following are the data extracted directly from the SMOSL3 or AMSRM data set and expressed in volumetric units (m$^3$/m$^3$) SS$\text{M}_{or}$ so that they have the same mean and standard deviation as the reference SSM dataset SS$\text{M}_{REF}$ according to the following equation (Brocca et al., 2010; Draper et al., 2009a):

\[
SSM(t) = SS\text{M}_{REF} + \frac{\sigma(SSM_{or})}{\sigma(SSM_{REF})} (SSM_{or}(t) - SS\text{M}_{or})
\]  

(4)

Here, SS$\text{M}(t)$ stands for the rescaled remotely sensed retrievals at time steps $t = 1, \ldots, n$, where $n$ is the total number of observations, SS$\text{M}_{or}$ and $\sigma(SSM_{or})$ are the mean and standard deviation of the original remotely sensed retrievals, respectively, and SS$\text{M}_{REF}$ and $\sigma(SSM_{REF})$ are mean and standard deviation of the reference dataset, respectively.

2.5. \textit{SSM seasonal anomalies}

All the above statistics were calculated for original SSM values, expressed in volumetric units ($m^3/m^3$). We also applied the above performance metrics to SSM anomalies. The anomaly time-series were calculated in order to avoid seasonal effects that can unrealistically increase the degree of correlation (Scipal et al., 2008) and to analyse the ability of remotely sensed SSM products to capture the day-to-day variability in the SSM time series. We computed the
anomalies following the method described by Albergel et al. (2009). The anomalies $SSM_{\text{anom}}(t)$ were computed as the difference to the mean for a sliding window of 35 days, which was further scaled using the standard deviation in order to be dimensionless:

$$SSM_{\text{anom}}(t) = \frac{SSM_{\text{or}}(t) - SSM_{\text{or}}(t - 17 : t + 17)}{\sigma[SSM_{\text{or}}(t - 17 : t + 17)]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $SSM_{\text{or}}(t)$ is the original SSM value at time $t$ obtained from the satellite sensor or reference datasets, the over-bar and $\sigma$ symbols are the temporal mean and standard deviation operators, respectively, for a time window of 35 days corresponding to the time interval $[t - 17 \text{ days}, t + 17 \text{ days}]$. The use of a ~ monthly window is a very common approach to compute SM anomalies (Brocca et al., 2011; Draper et al., 2013; Draper et al., 2009b; Reichle et al., 2008).

2.6. **Global-scale analyses**

Global maps of (i) correlations ($R$), to assess the global consistency in the SSM variability at both long- (original) and short-term (anomaly) scales, (ii) RMSD, and (iii) bias between the reference and the two remotely sensed SMOSL3 and AMSRM SSM time series were computed. The performance indicators were computed for all common pixels on a daily basis. To analyse the effects of the vegetation and climatic conditions and to facilitate the interpretation of the results of the global comparison, the values of the three performance indexes were averaged for a variety of biomes. These biomes represent different bioclimatic conditions and contrasting vegetation types. In this study we used the classification made by Chesworth (2008), illustrated in Fig. 2., who distinguished: “tundra”, “boreal semi-humid”, “boreal humid”, “temperate semi-arid”, “temperate humid”, “Mediterranean cold”, “Mediterranean warm”, “desert tropical”, “desert temperate”, “desert cold”, and “tropical humid” biomes.
The analysis of the results was also made accounting for the LAI (mean value computed over the pixel) to evaluate the link between the accuracy of the remotely sensed SSM products and the vegetation effects (in relation with vegetation density and biomass). To investigate this link, the global correlation results (original and anomalies) were averaged according to the global distribution of LAI values. The values of LAI were the long term-mean LAI values taken from the Global Soil Wetness Project (Dirmeyer et al., 2006) illustrated in Fig. 3.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of SMOSL3 ascending and descending overpasses

Original SMOSL3 retrievals obtained from the ascending and descending overpasses were compared to the reference SSM data. In terms of correlation, a better performance of SMOSL3 for ascending orbits compared with descending orbits with respect to the reference can be clearly seen in Fig. 4. In much of the world (e.g., central USA, Europe, South America, and South Africa), ascending SMOSL3 retrievals were found to be better correlated to the reference datasets than descending SMOSL3 retrievals. This was expected because at dawn soil is often in near hydraulic equilibrium (Jackson, 1980), and factors affecting SM retrieval, such as vertical soil-vegetation temperature gradients, are minimized. In some places, however, particularly in India, Eastern USA, Eastern Australia, and the Middle East, descending SMOSL3 retrievals were found to be closer to the reference than the ascending ones. This result could be partly explained by the fact that ascending retrievals over these regions are highly affected by RFI (see Fig. 1), which is the main source of errors in the SMOS SSM products (Oliva et al., 2012). As the SMOS antenna is tilted forward by 32°, there is an asymmetry in the patterns of RFI contaminations between ascending and descending passes for a given ground location. For instance, when considering ascending overpasses over a given point in the Central Plains in the USA, the SMOS
has a trajectory from South to North. And because the antenna is tilted by 32° toward the North, it picks up RFI emission from the Defense Early Warning (DEW) system in Northern Canada (the DEW line can be seen through the lighter blue band around the USA-Canada border in Fig. 1). Conversely, for descending overpasses over the same sites, the tilted antenna is looking in a more southerly direction and is not contaminated by these northern RFI sites. To get a global assessment of the differences between the SSM retrievals for the ascending and descending overpasses, we computed the global averaged value of the RMSD and R coefficient between the SMOSL3 data and the reference; we obtained for ascending: RMSD = 0.18 m/m and R = 0.44 and for descending: RMSD = 0.20 m/m and R = 0.41. Given that better performances were generally found for ascending retrievals, only SMOSL3 ascending overpasses will be considered in the following.

3.2. *Comparison of the SSM time series over eight selected sites*

The time series of the three SSM products (SMOSL3, AMSRM, and DAS2) are compared in Fig. 5 for the eight selected sites described in Table 2. The SSM time series were spatially averaged over the whole site and normalized to have the same mean and standard deviation using the method given in Equation (4). The eight sites were selected to illustrate the SSM dynamics in the three products for a variety in vegetation, soil, and climatic conditions (see Fig. 2).

In general, the seasonal dynamics of SSM for the three products were found to be similar. However, over the “tropical humid” site (Fig. 5a) the seasonal dynamic of the reference product is better reproduced by the SMOSL3 retrievals. Over this site, it can be seen that the seasonal trend in the AMSRM product is almost opposite to that of the two other products (SMOSL3 and DAS2): increasing trends in AMSRM correspond more or less to decreasing trends in both SMOSL3 and DAS2 and vice versa. Over the same site, it can be seen that there is a large
plateau (~ six months from October to April) in the DAS2 values, which cannot be seen for the two other products.

Over the site in India (Fig. 5b), a plateau for high values of SSM during the monsoon season can also be seen for DAS2 and not for SMOSL3 and AMSRM, but it is shorter (~ three months) than over the site in the “tropical humid” biome. Also, the transition from wet to dry conditions after the monsoon season is more abrupt for DAS2 than for the remotely sensed SSM values. Over this region, ascending SMOSL3 data are highly impacted by RFI from Northern India and surrounding countries (see Fig. 1) but they still reproduce a SSM dynamic, which is in good agreement with the AMSRM and DAS2 datasets.

The site in Central Australia (Fig. 5c), is a desert area which has the advantage of being almost free of RFI contaminations at both L- (see Fig. 1) and C-bands (Njoku et al., 2005) along with low vegetation and unfrozen conditions in general. In this area, both SMOSL3 and AMSRM were found to be very close to the reference and the very dry conditions were well depicted. There is generally good agreement between all three products in the detection of rain events over this desert area. It should be noted that during the wet season (May, June, July), the declining trend in the SSM time series based on SMOSL3 and DAS2 seems to be slightly steeper than the one retrieved from AMSRM. Also, during rain events, very high values of SSM can be seen for SMOSL3. Such results have already been noted in previous studies and could be explained by water ponding effects when soil is at saturation during intensive rain events (Al Bitar et al., 2012; Jackson et al., 2012; Wigneron et al., 2012).

Over the two sites in the USA (Figs. 5d and 5e), and in the Sahel (Fig. 5f), there is generally good agreement between the three SSM products, but it can be clearly seen that there is a much larger scatter in the remotely sensed products than in the reference one (DAS2). During cold
periods in the Great Basin Region in the USA (Fig. 5d) very low values can be seen (below 0.1
m$^3$/m$^3$). These values can be explained by the effect of soil freezing. In DAS2, the SSM values
do not account for the frozen soil water content and its SSM estimates correspond only to the
liquid soil water content. These peak values corresponding to “very dry conditions” cannot be
seen in SMOSL3 and AMSRM, as frozen soil conditions were flagged and excluded in the
remotely sensed products. In the site in Sahel (Fig. 4f), there is quite a good agreement between
the general seasonal trends of all three SSM products. However, some outliers can be noted for
AMSRM, especially when it rains and at the end of the wet season, and the scatter in the
SMOSL3 dataset is much larger than that of the two other products.

Finally, results for two sites in wet regions are illustrated in Fig. 5g (Central Europe) and Fig. 5h
(Argentina). Even if the seasonal trend is relatively low over these two sites (SSM varying
between 0.3 and 0.4 m$^3$/m$^3$), it can be seen that there is good general agreement between all three
products. As was found in some previous figures, very high values in SMOSL3 SSM data can be
seen in Fig. 5g during some rain events and very low values corresponding to freezing conditions
can be seen in Fig. 5h for DAS2. In summary, all the three products behaved similarly over the
different test sites considered in this study, each product having in some cases some caveats
either irregular behaviour or adversely affected by RFI effects.

3.3. *Spatial Analysis of SSM retrievals at Global Scale*

To get a more global evaluation of the SMOSL3 and AMSRM products, maps of the calculated
statistical indicators (Correlation coefficient (R) for both original SSM values and anomalies,
RMSD and Bias) described in section 3.2 are shown in Figs. 6a-h at global scale. In these maps,
SMOSL3 and AMSRM were evaluated against the reference dataset (DAS2) for the period
03/2010–09/2011 and only significant correlations are presented. In this study, we consider that
the correlation is statistically significant when the p-value is less than the significance level of 0.05 (p-value < 0.05 meaning that the probability of observing such a correlation value by chance is lower than 5%) as considered in several studies in this field (Albergel et al., 2012). In general, it can be seen that the three products have similar spatial patterns over most of the globe, although there are important differences between them in the amplitude of the temporal SSM variations. Figs. 6a and 6b show that robust correlations between the global remotely sensed and the reference SSM products (R > 0.5) were found in the transition zones between wet and dry climates (e.g., Sahel), in the Great Plains (USA), Western Europe, Eastern Australia, India, South Africa, and the south-eastern region of Brazil. This can be explained by the strong seasonal annual cycle of SSM in these regions (Koster et al., 2004a). Conversely, remotely sensed datasets exhibited weak correlations (R < 0.20) against the reference in arid regions (e.g., Sahara) due to the small range of variation in the SSM values, which corresponds roughly to the remotely sensed retrieval accuracy (~ 0.04 m$^3$/m$^3$). Low correlations in high latitude regions can also be seen in Fig. 6a and b, where correlations values (R) drop below 0.25. The significant differences between satellites and model products in high latitude regions may partly be explained by the effect of frozen soil conditions. Correlation values (R) computed on seasonal anomalies, as described in section 3.4, are shown in Fig. 6c and 6d. It can be seen that the global spatial patterns are relatively similar for both SMOSL3 and AMSRM, with better ability of SMOSL3 to capture the short-term SM variability than AMSRM. The highest values of the R coefficient were found in eastern Australia, extreme South Africa, Western Europe, and Central America while the lowest values were found in the northern tundra region.
A similar distribution of RMSD and bias values was found for both SMOSL3 and AMSRM products (Figs. 6e-h). Low RMSD and bias values were found in deserts and semi-arid regions (e.g., the Sahara, the Arabian Peninsula, extreme South Africa, and central Australia), while high RMSD and bias values were found in high latitude regions (e.g., in Northern Canada, Alaska, Northern Europe, and Siberia). Large differences between the remotely sensed and the reference SSM products were also found in tropical regions. In Figs. 6g and 6h, relatively similar patterns can be noted for both SMOSL3 and AMSRM at global scale but the values of the biases are quite different: a strong overestimation of the reference SSM values can be noted for AMSRM, especially in the high latitude and desert regions, while a strong underestimation can be noted for SMOSL3.

To better identify the spatial differences in the results obtained for SMOSL3 and AMSRM, Fig. 7a and 7b show the areas where SMOSL3 correlates better with the reference than AMSRM (red), where AMSRM correlates better with the reference than SMOSL3 (green) and where the difference in the correlation coefficient (R) between both SMOSL3 and AMSRM is less than 0.05 (blue). The top panel shows results for the original SSM datasets, while the bottom panel shows results for anomalies, i.e. areas where either SMOSL3 or AMSRM better captured the short-term variability in the reference SSM values. In these maps only significant values are plotted (p-value < 0.05). In general, it can be seen that better correlations with DAS2 were obtained with SMOSL3 over regions with high to moderate vegetation density (e.g., in parts of Amazonia, Eastern Australia and the North-Central US). These latter regions are known to be little contaminated by RFI effects (see Fig. 1). On the other hand, it can be seen that AMSRM shows better correlations with DAS2 than SMOSL3 in areas with low to moderate vegetation density and where there is a strong seasonality in the SSM variability (e.g., India, Western
Australia, Sahara, and Arabian Peninsula). Poor results were also obtained systematically for
SMOSL3 in regions known to be strongly contaminated by RFI effects (Middle East, Southern
Europe, China, and India).

When looking at anomalies, AMSRM and SMOSL3 have relatively similar performances over
dry regions, but better correlations with the reference were obtained for SMOSL3 over most of
the grid cells.

3.4. Biome influence

To investigate more in depth the dependence of the results shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 on the
vegetation and climatic conditions, the statistical indicators were averaged for the twelve types of
biomes described in Section 3.5 and illustrated in Fig. 2. The results are shown in Figs. 8a-d in
terms of correlation (R) for original SSM data and anomalies, RMSD, and bias.

The distributions of the correlation (R) and RMSD values as a function of biome types are quite
similar for both SMOSL3 and AMRSM (Figs. 8a-c). In terms of correlation values computed
from the original SSM data (Fig. 8a), the best results were obtained for biomes with relatively
sparse vegetation covers (“Mediterranean warm”, “Mediterranean cold”, “temperate semi-arid”,
“tropical semi-arid”, etc.), while the poorest results were found in Northern environments
(“tundra”, “boreal semi-arid”, and “boreal humid”). Yet, the results are quite different for the
“Tropical humid” biome, where performances of SMOSL3 were more coherent with DAS2 (R=
0.42) compared to the results found for AMSRM (R= 0.15).

Fig. 8b shows that the mean correlation coefficients computed from the SSM anomalies are
lower than the mean correlation coefficients computed from the original SSM, as the
covariations imposed on all three datasets by the seasonal forcing are largely filtered out in SSM
anomalies. The general pattern of the distribution of the R values as a function of the biomes is
similar to the one obtained for the original SSM data. It seems that the short-term variability in the SSM values is better detected by SMOSL3: better performances were obtained for SMOSL3 over all biomes, even if the correlation values are relatively small.

In Fig. 8c, confirming previous results, the poorest performances (corresponding to the largest RMSD values), were obtained again in Northern environments (“tundra”, “boreal semi-arid”, and “boreal humid”) for both SMOSL3 and AMSRM, while the best results (smallest RMSD values) were obtained in desert regions (“desert temperate”, “desert tropical”) and in semi-arid regions. As discussed previously, in desert areas, the range in the SSM values simulated in DAS2 is relatively small and this fact partly explains the low values of RMSD computed.

Finally, Fig. 8d shows that biases with respect to the reference dataset are opposite for SMOSL3 and AMSRM. In all biomes, AMSRM overestimates SSM DAS2 values while SMOSL3 underestimates them. Moreover, the bias between remotely sensed and reference SSM varies substantially across biomes. The bias is very large in northern environments for both SMOSL3 and AMSRM but it is also large in humid regions (“temperate humid”, “tropical humid”) for SMOSL3. The lowest biases were found in deserts (“desert temperate”, “desert tropical”, and “desert cold”) and in semi-arid regions (“temperate semi-arid”, “Mediterranean warm” and “Mediterranean cold”) for both SMOSL3 and AMSRM.

3.5. Influence of leaf area index (LAI)

Previous results showed that vegetation plays a key role in the performance results of the SMOSL3 and AMSRM products. To analyse in more detail the effect of vegetation, we computed the distribution of the correlation values as a function of the LAI. We chose to focus our study on the R correlation indicator as correlation is of particular interest for many hydrologic and atmospheric applications (Koster et al., 2009). In Figs. 9a and 9b, the correlation
values shown in Fig. 6a and 6b (for original and anomaly SSM data) were averaged according to
the values of LAI illustrated in the global map shown in Fig. 3. The results for both original SSM
data (Fig. 9a) and anomalies (Fig. 9b) show that the performance of the remotely sensed SSM
products (i.e., SMOSL3 and AMRSM) is strongly related to the distribution of the LAI values. In
Fig. 9a, it can be seen that the values of the correlation coefficient (R) decrease almost linearly
with the mean value of LAI for both SMOSL3 and AMRSM. The rate of the decrease is much
larger for AMRSM than for SMOSL3. For AMRSM the value of R decreases from R \approx 0.45 to
negative correlation values (R \approx -0.1) as LAI increased from about 1 to 7. For the same increase
in LAI values, the decrease in R for SMOSL3 is more limited: from R \approx 0.4 to R \approx 0.3. However,
it should be noted that AMRSM provides slightly better performances than SMOSL3 when LAI
is lower than 1 (i.e. over sparse vegetation covers), which corresponds to almost 50% of the
pixels considered in this global analysis.

In Fig. 9b, the same analysis is shown for anomalies. It can be seen that better performances
were obtained for SMOSL3, whatever the range of LAI values. Moreover, for this latter product,
the correlation values remain stable (R \approx 0.3) as LAI values increase. Conversely, the values of
the R coefficient decrease rapidly and continuously for AMRSM as LAI values increase: R \approx
0.25 for LAI \approx 1 down to R \approx 0.03 for LAI \approx 7.

4. Discussion and conclusions

This study investigated the performances of two remotely sensed SSM products (SMOSL3 and
AMRSM) with respect to a reference SSM product (DAS2) at global scale, with 0.25° spatial
sampling and a daily time step. The study was made during the whole period of common
availability of the SMOS and AMSR-E products, i.e. after the test periods during the commissioning phase of SMOS and before AMSR-E stopped producing data (03/2010-09/2011). Both AMSRM and SMOSL3 generally showed a good agreement with the reference dataset and successfully captured the seasonal SSM variations present in the reference DAS2 product. For instance, SMOSL3 and AMSRM performed well (in terms of correlation) in the transition zones between wet and dry climates and over semi-arid regions (e.g., Indian subcontinent, Great Plains of North America, Sahel, Eastern Australia, and South-eastern regions of Brazil). It is particularly important that the two remotely sensed SSM products being compared give consistent and correct results in these areas, where SM has been recognized to exert a strong influence on the weather/climate (e.g., Koster et al., 2004a; Taylor et al., 2012; Teuling et al., 2010). Conversely, both SMOSL3 and AMSRM exhibited weak correlations with the reference data in dry regions (e.g. Sahara, Arabian Peninsula, and central Australia). These results could be related to the low range of variations in SSM in these regions, which roughly corresponds to the expected retrieval accuracy of the remotely sensed products (~ 0.04 m$^3$/m$^3$).

We found quite opposite results in terms of bias for SMOSL3 and AMSRM: over all biomes, AMSRM overestimated SSM compared to the reference, while SMOSL3 underestimated SSM. The analysis of the SSM anomaly time series, obtained by removing the seasonal cycle, showed that the short-term SSM dynamics were better captured by SMOSL3 than by AMSRM at global scale. In addition, considering a variety of biomes, both SMOSL3 and AMSRM showed lowest performances in northern environments (“tundra”, “boreal semi-arid”, and “boreal humid”), while the best performances were found over biomes with relatively sparse vegetation covers (“Mediterranean warm”, “Mediterranean cold”, “temperate semi-arid”, “tropical semi-arid”, “temperate semi-arid”, “tropical semi-arid”, “tropical semi-arid”),
etc.). In the “tropical humid” biome, SMOSL3 was found to be much better correlated to DAS2 than AMSRM.

The results confirmed that vegetation plays a key role in the performance evaluation of the SMOSL3 and AMSRM SSM products. Over areas with sparse vegetation, with LAI values lower than 1, both SMOSL3 and AMSRM had relatively good and similar performances. However, for higher LAI values, SMOSL3 had a consistent performance, whereas the performance of AMSRM quickly deteriorated with the increase in foliar abundance.

The fact that better performances could be obtained with SMOS (operating at L-band) than with AMSR-E (operating at C-band) over vegetated areas is not surprising. However this study presents one of the first studies confirming this effect with observations from sensors in space. In the passive microwave domain, L-band has long been considered as an optimal frequency to monitor SSM. When a vegetation layer is present over the soil surface, it attenuates the soil emissions and adds its own contribution to the emitted radiation measured by passive microwave radiometers. The retrieval algorithm attempts to decouple the effects of soil and vegetation in order to provide an estimation of SSM. However, as vegetation effects increase with increasing frequency (Calvet et al., 2011), the correction for vegetation effects is more complex at C-band (~ 6.6 GHz for AMSR-E) than at L-band (~ 1.4 GHz for SMOS). Moreover, SMOS has multi-angular capabilities which make it, theoretically, more efficient for decoupling the soil and vegetation effects than mono-angular spatial radiometers such as AMSR-E (Wigneron et al., 2000). The combination of both a L-band system and multi-angular capabilities for SMOS compared to a C-band system and monoangular capabilities for AMSR-E might explain the better performance of SMOS over biomes with dense vegetation cover (e.g., “tropical humid”) in Figs. 8a and 8b or for LAI values larger than 1 in Figs 9a and 9b. However, it should be noted
that AMSRM had comparable performances to SMOSL3 (better performances if we consider the
original SSM data and slightly lower performances if we consider anomalies) over sparse
vegetation covers (with LAI ≤ 1), which represent more than 50% of the pixels considered in this
global study. Future works will address in more depth the possibilities to exploit the
complementary capabilities of both SMOS and AMRS-E to retrieve SSM over a gradient of
vegetation density and to produce a coherent long term SSM product based on passive
microwave sensors.

Some other aspects should be considered in this evaluation. As noted in the Introduction, the
effective SM sampling depth at L-band (~ 0-3 cm) is larger than at C-band (~ 0-1 cm). Over a
shallower soil layer (0-1 cm) SSM is more prone to quick time variations, especially during
drying-out periods, due to weather events (rainfall, wind, high insolation, etc.) than over deeper
soils. This effect may lead to lower correlations with SSM measurements or retrievals, which are
not made at the exact same time or over larger soil sampling depth. Moreover, in the present
study, the sampling depth corresponding to the SMOSL3 SSM product (~ 0-3 cm) is closer to
that of the reference (0-7 cm for DAS2), than the sampling depth of AMRSM. Therefore, the
mismatch between the sampling depths of the different products considered in this study is more
detrimental for AMRSM, though it is present for both satellite data sets.

The effect due to the mismatch between the sampling depths of the different products may have
an impact in the statistical indicators used in this study but it cannot fully explain the large and
contrasting biases found between both the AMRSM and SMOSL3 products and the DAS2
reference. The positive bias in the AMSRM retrievals can be partially explained by the absence
of correction in the NASA-VUA algorithm for open water bodies. It can also be caused by a
wrong estimation of the effective temperature in NASA-VUA algorithm over northern regions,
leading to positive bias in satellite retrievals (Owe et al., 2008). In contrast, the negative bias
found in SMOSL3 is consistent with the results obtained in previous studies (Al Bitar et al.,
2012; Albergel et al., 2012; Dall'Amico et al., 2012; Jackson et al., 2012; Lacava et al., 2012;
Sanchez et al., 2012) comparing SMOS retrievals with in situ measurement networks in different
regions of the world which all relied on the first release of the SMOS retrieval algorithm. RFI
may increase the brightness temperatures (TB) measured by SMOS, leading to smaller retrieved
SSM values and, thus, to a negative bias (Oliva et al., 2012). However, Wigneron et al. (2012)
showed that, even though no bias could be observed in the measured TB data over the VAS site
in Spain, a strong negative bias could be noted in the SMOS SSM retrievals. Thus, the negative
bias found in the SMOS SSM products (Fig. 8d) is likely to be related to some issues in the
retrieval algorithm (e.g., accounting for pixel heterogeneity, use of auxiliary data, etc.) or in the
L-MEB (L-band Microwave Emission of the Biosphere) forward modelling. For instance, recent
results showed that the use of the dielectric soil model developed by Mironov et al. (2012),
instead of the model of Dobson et al. (1985) led to improved results (the bias decreased by about
0.04 m$^3$/m$^3$ at global scale) and the New L2 SSM shows almost no negative bias. Moreover,
improvements will be made by better accounting for the effects of litter, surface roughness,
effective soil temperature, etc. (Grant et al., 2007; Saleh et al., 2009).
Finally, it should be noted that even though the reference product used in this study (SM-DAS-2
from ECMWF) was found to be very reliable according to some recent studies (Albergel et al.,
2012), estimates of SSM from LDAS cannot be considered as “ground truth” (Albergel et al.,
2013). One must keep in mind that when using them to evaluate other SSM products, the
interpretation of the results is hampered by their own accuracy (the accuracy of LDAS itself and
its required inputs such as the atmospheric forcing, observations, etc.). For instance, Albergel et
al. (2012) pointed out some non-realistic representation of SM in ECMWF products in some regions of the world (e.g. the Tibetan plateau), due to shortcomings in the description of soil characteristics, in the pedotransfer functions employed, and the difficulty of representing soil spatial heterogeneity.
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Table 1 Main characteristics of the surface soil moisture datasets used in this study. Note that all products are daily and global products re-sampled to 0.25° (~ 25km).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil moisture datasets</th>
<th>Incidence angle (°)</th>
<th>Data type and frequency</th>
<th>Sampling depth and unit</th>
<th>Temporal coverage</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMOS level 3 (SMOSL3)</td>
<td>0 - 55</td>
<td>Remotely sensed (L-band, passive)</td>
<td>~ 0-3 cm (m^3/m^3)</td>
<td>2010 - Present</td>
<td>Jacquette et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMSR-E, NASA-VUA Algorithm (AMSRRM)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Remotely sensed (C-band, passive)</td>
<td>~ 0-1 cm (m^3/m^3)</td>
<td>2002 - 2011</td>
<td>Owe et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECMWF SM-DAS-2 (DAS2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Land Data Assimilation System</td>
<td>0-7 cm (m^3/m^3)</td>
<td>2010 - Present</td>
<td>de Rosnay et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Locations and type of biome of the eight sites selected to evaluate the SSM time series (Fig. 2). All sites have the same surface area (i.e., ~ 360000 km$^2$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Coordinates (centre) (longitude – latitude)</th>
<th>Biome (vegetation)</th>
<th>Köppen-Geiger Climate classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Brazil, Amazon Basin</td>
<td>(-53°W – -8°S)</td>
<td>Tropical humid (evergreen rain forest)</td>
<td>Af &amp; Am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Deccan Plateau Region of India</td>
<td>(78°E – 21°N)</td>
<td>Tropical semi-arid (Isolated trees and bush in open grassland)</td>
<td>BSk, Aw, &amp; BSh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Central Australia</td>
<td>(133°E – -23°S)</td>
<td>Desert temperate</td>
<td>BWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 North-West America, Great Basin Region (Nevada, Utah, Idaho and Washington)</td>
<td>(-114°W – 40°N)</td>
<td>Desert temperate</td>
<td>BWh &amp; BWk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 North-East America, Interior Plains Region (Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, and Wisconsin)</td>
<td>(-94°W – 43°N)</td>
<td>Temperate humid (forest, grass land, agriculture)</td>
<td>Aw &amp; Dfa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Sahel, Savanna Region of Nigeria, Cameroon, Central African Republic and Chad</td>
<td>(18°E – 89°N)</td>
<td>Tropical semi-arid (Isolated trees and bush in open grassland)</td>
<td>Aw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Central Europe (Austria, France, Germany and Italy)</td>
<td>(4°E – 47°N)</td>
<td>Temperate forest (Deciduous broadleaf forest)</td>
<td>Cfb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Argentina, Pampas Region</td>
<td>(-53°W – -26°S)</td>
<td>Temperate humid (grass land)</td>
<td>Cfa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure captions

**Fig. 1.** Probability of Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) occurrences in the L-band SMOS observations. The map represents the average probability of RFI occurrences for the period 2010 – 2012.

**Fig. 2.** Distribution of major biomes (Chesworth, 2008). The boxes on the map indicate the sites which were selected to illustrate the main features of the SMOSL3, AMSRM and DAS2 products for a variety of vegetation and climatic conditions.

**Fig. 3.** Global map of the long term mean LAI in m$^2$.m$^{-2}$ (Dirmeyer et al., 2006).

**Fig. 4.** Spatio-temporal comparison between SMOSL3 ascending (ASC) and SMOSL3 descending (DESC) products in terms of correlation with respect to the reference (DAS2) product for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011. The map shows the areas where either SMOSL3 ASC (red) or SMOSL3 DESC (green) correlates better with the reference. Pixels where ASC and DESC have similar performances (differences in the values of R are lower than 0.05) are shown in blue. Only significant correlations (p-value < 0.05) are presented.

**Fig. 5.** Comparison of the time series of the mean SSM (site averaged) derived from SMOSL3, AMSRM and DAS2 for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011 for the eight selected sites shown in Fig. 2.

**Fig. 6.** Pairwise comparison between the AMSRM (left panel) and SMOSL3 (right panel) SSM products with respect to the reference DAS2 product in terms of the correlation coefficient (R) based on original SSM data (a and b), the correlation coefficient (R) based on SSM anomalies (c and d), RMSD (m$^3$/m$^3$; e and f), and Bias (m$^3$/m$^3$; g and h) for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011. Only significant correlations (p-value < 0.05) are presented.

**Fig. 7.** Pairwise comparison between the SMOSL3 and AMSRM SSM products with respect to the reference DAS2 SSM product in terms of correlations based on the original SSM data (a) or on SSM anomalies (b) for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011. The map show the areas where either SMOSL3 (red) or AMSRM (green) correlates better with the reference. Pixels where SMOSL3 and AMSRM have similar
performances (differences in the values of R are lower than 0.05) are shown in blue. Only significant
correlations (p-value < 0.05) are presented.

Fig. 8. Distribution of the statistical indicators between SMOSL3 (red) and AMSRM (green) and the
reference as a function of biome types for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011. Statistics in terms of correlation
coefficient based on original SSM data (a), correlation coefficient based on SSM anomalies (b), RMSD
(m³/m³; c), and Bias (m³/m³; d) are computed at each grid cell and then averaged by biome type. The
biome types are defined from the classification given by Chesworth (2008) shown in Fig. 2. Error bars
represent mean ± Standard Deviation (SD) and only significant correlations (p-value < 0.05) are
considered in the analysis.

Fig. 9. Distribution of the correlation coefficient (R) between SMOSL3 (red), AMSRM (green) and the
reference dataset (DAS2) for the original SSM data (a) and anomalies (b) as a function of LAI for the
period 03/2010 – 09/2011. Statistics are computed at each grid cell and then averaged by LAI intervals.
The values of LAI were extracted from the map of Dirmeyer et al. (2006) shown in Fig. 3. The percentage
value (top of figure) provides the cover fraction (%) over continental surfaces corresponding to each LAI
interval. Error bars represent mean ± Standard Deviation (SD) and only significant correlations (p-value <
0.05) are considered in the analysis.
Fig. 1. Probability of Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) occurrences in the L-band SMOS observations. The map represents the average probability of RFI occurrences for the period 2010 – 2012.
Fig. 2. Distribution of major biomes (Chesworth, 2008). The boxes on the map indicate the sites which were selected to illustrate the main features of the SMOSL3, AMSRM and DAS2 products for a variety of vegetation and climatic conditions.
Fig. 3. Global map of the long term mean LAI in m$^2$/m$^2$ (Dirmeyer et al., 2006).
Fig. 4. Spatio-temporal comparison between SMOSL3 ascending (ASC) and SMOSL3 descending (DESC) products in terms of correlation with respect to the reference (DAS2) product for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011. The map shows the areas where either SMOSL3 ASC (red) or SMOSL3 DESC (green) correlates better with the reference. Pixels where ASC and DESC have similar performances (differences in the values of R are lower than 0.05) are shown in blue. Only significant correlations (p-value < 0.05) are presented.
Fig. 5. Comparison of the time series of the mean SSM (site averaged) derived from SMOSL3, AMSRM and DAS2 for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011 for the eight selected sites shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 6. Pairwise comparison between the AMSRM (left panel) and SMOSL3 (right panel) SSM products with respect to the reference DAS2 product in terms of the correlation coefficient (R) based on original SSM data (a and b), the correlation coefficient (R) based on SSM anomalies (c and d), RMSD (m$^3$/m$^3$; e and f), and Bias (m$^3$/m$^3$; g and h) for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011. Only significant correlations (p-value < 0.05) are presented.
Fig. 7. Pairwise comparison between the SMOSL3 and AMSRM SSM products with respect to the reference DAS2 SSM product in terms of correlations based on the original SSM data (a) or on SSM anomalies (b) for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011. The map show the areas where either SMOSL3 (red) or AMSRM (green) correlates better with the reference. Pixels where SMOSL3 and AMSRM have similar performances (differences in the values of R are lower than 0.05) are shown in blue. Only significant correlations (p-value < 0.05) are presented.
Fig. 8. Distribution of the statistical indicators between SMOSL3 (red) and AMSRM (green) and the reference as a function of biome types for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011. Statistics in terms of correlation coefficient based on original SSM data (a), correlation coefficient based on SSM anomalies (b), RMSD (m$^3$/m$^3$; c), and Bias (m$^3$/m$^3$; d) are computed at each grid cell and then averaged by biome type. The biome types are defined from the classification given by Chesworth (2008) shown in Fig. 2. Error bars represent mean ± Standard Deviation (SD) and only significant correlations (p-value < 0.05) are considered in the analysis.
Fig. 9. Distribution of the correlation coefficient (R) between SMOSL3 (red), AMSRM (green) and the reference dataset (DAS2) for the original SSM data (a) and anomalies (b) as a function of LAI for the period 03/2010 – 09/2011. Statistics are computed at each grid cell and then averaged by LAI intervals. The values of LAI were extracted from the map of Dirmeyer et al. (2006) shown in Fig. 3. The percentage value (top of figure) provides the cover fraction (%) over continental surfaces corresponding to each LAI interval. Error bars represent mean ± Standard Deviation (SD) and only significant correlations (p-value < 0.05) are considered in the analysis.